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A SPECIAL MESSAGE

We have a had a few cool days here, but no ice on the windshields! But temperate weather has returned
lately. From what I see on the television there has been a lot more snow in the northern half of the
country and into Canada. But lots of Sunshine and great weather here. We just had the Gasparilla
Celebration in Tampa, and soon the Florida State Fair will begin. Also the Strawberry Festival. A perfect
time of the year for these events. Many buyers are here and homes are selling quickly. Call me if can
assist you in any way.
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The 4 most important low maintenance home features
When potential buyers are touring your home, the last thing they want is to
envision spending their next few weekends fixing up their new place. Before
you put your house on the market, it's important to make sure you have
plenty of durable features that are built to last. Investing in quality
renovations can help you get closer to your ideal selling price. Move these
updates to the top of your list to help attract buyers:
Fiber-cement siding
Fiber cement siding provides the desired look of wooden siding without the
possibility of splitting and cracking. This is often considered a durable and economic alternative that provides design
versatility. Choose from countless textures to find a look that works for your home. With a class-A fire rating and a structure
that rarely warps or fades, fiber cement siding is the way to go. Be sure to investigate the manufacturer of your choice
before investing in this type of siding.
Quartz countertops
If you want the best value for your money, designers will tell you to choose quartz countertops, especially if your kitchen is
large with ample counter space. Not only is this material less expensive than granite, but its strength will stand the test of
time. Granite and marble countertops often need to be resealed, while quartz doesn't require any routine maintenance.
Metal roofing
While the cost of a metal roof may be higher than traditional shingles, the advantages may make it a worthwhile
investment. A metal roof often makes your home safer in harsh weather and can dramatically decrease your energy bills.
Because of its reflecting properties, metal helps to reduce heat buildup in attics and rooms on the top floor.
Low-maintenance plants
Don't forget to focus on upgrading the outside of your home as well. Curb appeal helps create a positive first impression
from the moment a potential buyer arrives. Low-maintenance perennial plants like black-eyed Susans, sedum and smaller
shrubs can be an added bonus for the future homeowner.

Gray, white and black: Home decor trends for 2016
If you did any home decorating in the past few years, you probably
consulted Pinterest, the photo-sharing website known as a "catalog of
ideas." In an analysis of pinning habits of over 100 million users,
Pinterest was able to predict some of the home trends that will
dominate in 2016.
The study found that many interior design trends will continue to focus
on neutral colors with bold accents and a sprinkling of geometric
patterns. So why do people love this style so much, and what does this
mean for home buyers and sellers? Let's take a closer look:
Neutral with a pop of trendy
From paint colors to furniture, muted colors are here to stay. Home owners and decorators are investing in quality, neutral pieces and
spicing things up with trendier accents. People tend to love this style because it allows them to go bold with accessories and easily
switch them out as the seasons and trends change.
Some key colors to stick with are grays, blacks and whites. These shades, when combined with one or two brighter accent colors, look
cool, calm and collected. Patterned throw pillows, bright wall décor or an accent wall all make great options for adding a bit of
adventure to a mostly neutral environment.
Get the look
If you're looking to sell your home, keep this décor direction top of mind. It will be much easier for buyers to envision themselves in your
home when you keep the color scheme and design relatively soft. Not only will your home seem on trend, but you can create the perfect
foundation for future trends.

This very spacious double-wide mobile home is located in popular
Colony Hills near Zephyrhills, Florida. It is a registered 55+ park
where you own the land under the homes. It has over 1,400 square
feet of living space with 2 bedrooms and 2 baths. Vaulted ceilings
throughout and beautiful laminate flooring make this home a gem.
It has a south-facing Florida Room, a longcarport, and a large
utility/laundry room. Sold furnished and move-in ready. You can see
more pix at my webpage: www.jelwell.century21bnr.com
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